
The 2-Minute Expense 
“Health Check” 
Plus a 5-step guide to benchmark 
and boost the way your business 
manages expenses 



Finance and operational leaders are responsible 
for driving competitive advantage through best 
practice – and that includes having full visibility of 
employee expenditure. 

To succeed, you need to be able to benchmark your 
company’s expense processes to ensure they deliver 
value for stakeholders across the business. 

This guide provides you with the tools you need to 
confirm the best expense strategies, identify issues, 
set priorities and address the most pressing threats 
and opportunities. 

Why? Because nobody wants to spend any more 
time than they absolutely must doing expenses, 
claims and reports. 

A ‘wake up’ call for businesses

COVID brought short-term demands for tactical 
solutions to cope with reduced staffing, productivity 
and cost control. At the same time, it exposed 
fundamental longer-term issues that had been ignored 
or relegated to the back of the investment queue. 

Among these was expense management. In many 
cases, this has proved unfit for purpose – especially 
for employees working remotely. 

To accommodate increasingly decentralised and 
mobile workforces, businesses are expected to find 
new ways to aid digital transformation and boost 
productivity.

In the new status quo, shaped by increasingly 
agile and competitive ecosystems, business 
leaders need to take action to drive value and 
fast. Expenses are a touchpoint for the entire 
enterprise and, if made frictionless, smooth 
and efficient, are a big win for finance and 
operational teams. 

Why read this guide?
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Establishing the need for change
Manual based systems are complex, admin intense, and full of roadblocks that cause stress. 

Since the effort and cost associated with outdated expense systems can be hidden, we’ve 
devised a super-fast health check to help you identify if it’s time to rethink expenses.

STATEMENT Agree 
(A)

Mostly 
agree 

(B)
Disagree 

(C)

1.  Our expense submissions and processes are 
paper-free

2.  Employees submit expenses as they happen, 
digitally and from any location

3.  If asked, the finance team can easily report on 
companywide spending in real-time

4. Employees are seldom out of pocket or 
frustrated by reimbursement delays

5.  Employees are aware of our expense policy 
and what it means to them

6.  Monthly and quarterly accounts are frequently 
closed on time, with few expense roll-overs 
and inaccuracies

7.  Our finance team seldom has to query, check 
or request claims resubmission

8.  Authorisation is usually fast and smooth and 
there is little or no out-of-policy spending. 

9.  Expenses rarely create conflict between 
finance teams, departmental managers 
and employees

10.  The finance team have full visibility of 
company cash flow and expenditure
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Health score

For the vast majority of enterprises, there will be scope for improvement. 
So, how do you find expense management capability gaps and fix them?

Mainly ‘B’
There’s definitely room for a step-up. 

You have a real opportunity to boost 
productivity and smooth relations between 
your team and other areas of the business.

All ‘A’
If all of the statements are true then 

congratulations! 
You’re ready to spend 100% of your time 

focusing on adding value in other areas, safe in 
the knowledge that expenses 

are covered.

Mainly ‘C’
It’s time for a major overhaul. 

Your expense system is costing your business, 
sapping up time and energy and leaving 

teams subject to delay, frustration and stress.

Mainly ‘A’
This is a good score. 

but you need some fine-tuning and tweaks to 
optimise your processes and fully automate 

your expense function.
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Five Steps To Benchmark Spend Management
First, you need to identify where the issues lie. Then, understand the opportunities and 
decide where to make investments in tools to streamline the process. Finally, examine 
how to bring expense policy, payment methods, tracking and reporting all together in an 
effective structure.

Sounds like hard work? Our Five Steps to Benchmark Spend Management will guide you 
through the stages involved and the options available. 

Discover what works, what doesn’t and what suits your organisation best. Then decide if 
migration to another option would deliver a quick ‘win’ for your business. 

In each area, there are three main approaches depending on the level of automation/control:

Basic: 
Manual processes most commonly found in smaller businesses with limited 
or legacy IT infrastructure.

Mid-level:
Semi-automated systems typically used within mid-tier organisations, 
where spend control is authorised by functional managers.

Optimised: 
Real-time solutions that are ideal for all size of enterprise especially those 
with mobile workers and remote teams.
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Basic Mid-level Optimised

Pay and reclaim
Often using employee’s own card

Separate solutions for 
expense types
Mixed payment methods such 
as fuel cards, lodged cards and 
company cards

All-in-one company 
expense card
Single solution to cover all 
expense types

 👍 Requires no access to IT
 👍 Simple to understand
 👍 One process for all
 👍 Business benefits from 

delayed payment

 👍 Staff not out of pocket 
 👍 Method often works well in 

isolation
 👍 Can track transactions post 

spend

 👍 Streamlined admin - less 
paperwork, automatic audit 
trail

 👍 Can reduce fees and licence 
costs

 👍 Staff not out of pocket
 👍 Personalised controls - 

suitable for all levels of 
employee

 👍 Eliminates out-of-policy 
spending

 👎 Admin required to claim can 
impact productivity

 👎 Potential for errors and fraud
 👎 Leaves employees out-of-

pocket
 👎 Can lead to resentment and 

poor morale

 👎 Spend levels/controls often 
can only be set companywide 
or by department

 👎 High admin burden with 
multiple records to maintain

 👎 May miss out on special 
terms from a bespoke 
solution

 👎 Replacement of multiple 
current solutions may be 
difficult to orchestrate due to 
contracts

Step 1. Expense payment
How do employees pay for travel and expenses such as subsistence? 

Improvement tip:

Ask the finance team to perform a quick expense audit. Armed with data on spend volume, 
scale and frequency, you can then quickly establish the ROI from replacing out-of-pocket 
expenses with a tiered/company-wide expense card.
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Basic Mid-level Optimised

Paper forms/stapled receipts & 
spreadsheets 
Submitted over-the-desk, posted or 
scanned

Digital approvals 
Employee inputs data and scans 
proof-of-purchase with approvals 
online

Mobile capture & claim + 
digital approvals 
Employee captures data/receipts on 
their smartphone, submit in app & 
approve online

 👍 Low-tech option 
 👍 Low investment required 
 👍 Small scale commitment

 👍 Reduced admin burden
 👍 Allows ‘historic’ analysis 
 👍 Enables online submissions
 👍 Less data entry for accounts
 👍 Aids digitised HMRC 

submissions

 👍 Minimises errors 
 👍 Quick & ‘in the moment’
 👍 Allows real-time submission 

and approval
 👍 Easy to audit and analyse
 👍 Aids digitised HMRC 

submissions 

 👎 Higher COVID risk due to 
passing paper between depts

 👎 Effort impacts productivity 
 👎 Creates delays/errors 
 👎 Poor control/visibility
 👎 Adds friction to HMRC 

submissions/audits

 👎 Potential for data entry 
errors & missing files 

 👎 Often a monthly submission 
process

 👎 Visibility of spend can be 
delayed

 👎 Requires employee 
smartphone with correct 
compatibility

 👎 Ideally requires integration 
with accounting/BI software

Step 2. Receipt handling 
How do employees record and claim expenses?

Improvement tip:

Capturing receipts by mobile is a smart way to obtain all the information you need for 
expense reports in near real time. Some apps can automatically submit data direct to cloud 
based accounts opening the door for near real-time tracking and analysis. 
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Basic Mid-level Optimised

Line manager – all items  
Clearance required prior to all 
spend

Line manager – high-value
Clearance only required above a 
certain spend level 

Personalised pre-spend 
controls 
Matched to the payment method

 👍 All spend approved in 
advance

 👍 Managers kept in the loop
 👍 Removes decision burden 

from employee

 👍 More flexible and 
empowering for employees

 👍 Reduced admin burden 
on low-value items

 👍 Automatic and effortless 
control

 👍 Ensures all spend in-policy
 👍 Tailored controls allow 

personalised spending rules
 👍 Frees everyone from approval 

loops/queries/checking

 👎 Reduces responsiveness and 
ability to ‘do the job’ in-field

 👎 Ties up managers (approvals, 
queries/ resubmissions)

 👎 Employee uncertainty – 
“when is approval required?”

 👎 Managers time/energy still 
tied to approvals/admin 

 👎 Delays on large expenses

 👎 Requires clear policies/ 
knowledge of individual 
spending patterns

 👎 Up-front effort to set 
parameters

Step 3. Authorisation 
How are employee expenses authorised? 

Improvement tip:

An expense claim typically takes 20 mins to process1 and 18 mins to correct any errors.2  
With pre-spend controls, you can automate authorisation, reduce delays and errors thereby 
boosting productivity. 
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Basic Mid-level Optimised

Hardcopy expense reports   
Data input to spreadsheets by the 
finance team

Imported expense spreadsheets 
Employee inputs data, finance 
imports it into the accounts 
software 

Integrated expense 
management software 
Automatically populates relevant 
accounts program with data from 
app/payment card 

 👍 No data entry by the 
employee

 👍 Finance team have visibility of 
spend (post-event)

 👍 Simple process, requires no 
specialised system

 👍 Less time consuming for 
finance 

 👍 More opportunity for 
analysis (historic)

 👍 Easier to audit 
 👍 Uses existing accounts 

software functionality

 👍 Aids digital transformation 
goals

 👍 Effortless expense tracking
 👍 Automated - frees teams to 

generate value/revenue
 👍 Access to real-time 

dashboards and bespoke 
reports

 👍 Easy compliance and auditing

 👎 Time-consuming/error-prone 
 👎 No access to real-time data 

analysis
 👎 Delays and lost receipts 

impact cashflow

 👎 Productivity hit/hidden 
costs of time and effort 

 👎 The process remains slow 
and prone to delays

 👎 Inaccurate and incomplete 
records

 👎 Additional software 
investment may be required 

 👎 Potential for initial challenges 
with setting up integration

Step 4. Expense tracking and reporting 
How are you monitoring who’s spending on what, where and when?

Improvement tip:

Make sure new expense software is easy to integrate for finance, managers and employees. 
Compatibility issues/bugs will create friction and stop employees using it.
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Basic Mid-level Optimised

Paper-based    
Often issued once at the start of 
employment 

Web-based document  
Updated regularly with a link 
sent to employees

A cloud-based app linked to 
expense platform  
instantly communicates iterations 

 👍 Low tech 
 👍 Off-line
 👍 Low effort (annual/quarterly 

updates)

 👍 Easy to update regularly
 👍 Simple to access whilst on 

work software

 👍 Ideal for mobile/remote 
workers

 👍 Easy to update, access and 
apply

 👍 Keeps policies aligned with 
the business situation

 👍 Linked to pre-spend controls 
ensures all spend in-policy

 👎 Remote workers may be 
unable to reference

 👎 Policies quickly outdated for 
business needs

 👎 Can be easily misplaced

 👎 Reliant on employees 
opening links

 👎 If notification overlooked, 
important changes could be 
missed 

 👎 Hard to access in-field

 👎 Needs IT to support
 👎 Requires employees to 

have smartphone and 
connection

Step 5. Policies 
How are employees informed about company expense policy?

Improvement tip:

No matter how detailed your expense policy, if it’s out of date or employees can’t get hold of 
it then rules will get broken. Make sure yours is easy to update and access remotely, 24/7, to 
keep everyone covered. 
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Creating winning expense solutions
Firms using automated travel and expense solutions report that finance teams alone save 
10 hours per week in the expense report process.3

Modifying your existing system, or moving over to a new system, may be quicker and easier than 
you think. Simple to deploy and integrate, today’s mobile and cloud-based solutions could free 
employees, operational managers and finance teams in no time - so they can focus on other 
more productive tasks. 

With automated systems and a great payment solution, the process is simple and smooth and 
controls are already in place to prevent duplication, error and out-of-policy spend.

Your checklist for success
What a good expense management solution should offer:

Payment method with 
widespread acceptance and 

the option of a physical & 
virtual ‘lodged’ card

Easy integration with 
the ability to streamline 
workflows with existing 

finance and business 
intelligence systems 

Pre-spend controls on 
payment method, with 
parameters that can be 

personalised to the individual

Paper-free digitally-led 
processes with apps that are 

suitable for remote teams 

Advanced reporting tools 
with customisable dashboards 

for tailored reports and 
easy-to-use interfaces

Near real-time 
data capture, input and 

delivery 
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Take one step at a time and 
start with the right partner
Begin your transformation journey with an expense and 
payments partner like Allstar. 

We can help guide your finance team through practical 
challenges and ensure you deliver a winning solution for the 
whole enterprise.

Are expenses holding 
your business back?
 Save time, cut costs and 
gain control with Allstar
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About Allstar Business Solutions
Allstar Business Solutions is a leading UK business and fuel expenses card provider with over 
40 years of industry experience. Allstar provides its customers with access to the UK’s largest 
fuel card network. The Allstar fuel cards are accepted at most UK fuel sites, including at all 
major oil brands and low-cost supermarket sites.

About FLEETCOR Technologies, Inc.

FLEETCOR Technologies, Inc. is a leading global provider of commercial payment solutions. 
The company helps businesses of all sizes better control, simplify and secure payment of their 
fuel, toll, lodging and general payables. With its proprietary payment networks, FLEETCOR 
Technologies, Inc. provides affiliated merchants with incremental sales and loyalty. FLEETCOR 
Technologies, Inc. serves businesses, partners and merchants in North America, Latin America, 
Europe and Australasia. For more information, visit fleetcor.com.

www.allstarcard.co.uk

0121

Allstar Business Solutions Limited is authorised by the Financial Conduct Authority under the Electronic Money Regulations 2011 (No. 900470) for the issuing of electronic money and the 
provision of payment services. Allstar cards bearing the Visa symbol are payment instruments regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. All other cards issued by us are not regulated by the 
Financial Conduct Authority and not subject to the rights under the Payment Services Regulations 2017. Head office and registered office: PO Box 1463, Windmill Hill, Swindon, Wiltshire, 
SN5 6PS. Company Registration No.2631112. Registered in England. VAT Registration GB747880191.
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